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Expert Guide to Selecting the Right Translation Service 

Translation is a rapidly growing part of our world, one of the most important facets of business success today. It’s 
something we encounter just about every day – whether as a professional or consumer - whether we realize it or 
not.  High-quality, highly-effective translation is essential for just about any business to succeed in today’s 
market, which is multicultural, multilingual and global. 
  
While you are increasingly likely to have translation affect your business and work, very few people fully 
understand the translation process or service options. How is it done? Who does it? And most importantly, what 
are your choices for translation, and what are the pros and cons of each? Here’s what you need to know about 
translation, and how to select the translation services that will best meet your needs. 
  
  
Translation: Part of Your Day, Every Day 
  
Just like accounting or legal services, translation is among the services essential to doing business in today’s global 
economy. Because translation has become so commonplace, virtually every industry relies on translations, 
including advertising and marketing, manufacturing, retail, law, government, healthcare and more. Personnel in 
charge of finding translation services have just about every job title, ranging from project managers to 
procurement professionals, paralegals to researchers and more. 
 
 

Types of Translation 
  
There are two basic types of translation – human and machine. Human translation is done by people, i.e. 
professional translators reading text and writing it into another language. Machine translation, of course, relies 
on software. There are pros and cons to each, as outlined below, but the vast majority of business translations 
are performed by human translators. That’s because only people – rather than machines – can understand the 
subtle nuances of language and culture required for effective translation.  
  
Human Translation 
  
In business, most translations are performed by humans because translation accuracy is the top goal. The key in 
quality human translations is skilled, experienced translators. While one might assume that anyone able to speak 
another language is capable of translating, that’s absolutely false.  Translators are professionals whose training 
goes far beyond language fluency.  First and foremost, professional translators must be great writers. That’s 
because effective translation requires more than just a dictionary: it demands a rewriting of the original text – 
and often choosing from multiple words and synonyms - in order to accurately convey its meaning and intent in 
another language. 
  
Machine Translation 
  
Machine translation, in contrast, is based on translation software, which is in essence an electronic dictionary that 
best-guesses word choice. These translation tools are an alternative to human translation, when there’s little 
budget or time, and a rough translation will suffice. But if the information you’re translating will reach customers, 
executives, officials, etc., it’s essential that you have accurate, high-quality human translations to ensure accurate 
meaning.  
 
 

Part of Your Day, Every Day 
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 Translators – The Linguistic Experts 
 
Translator is the job title given to the people who are translating text, content, documents, etc. from one 
language into another. They’re the “humans” in human translation. How translators do their work depends on 
many variables, including whether they’re freelance or work for a professional company. It’s said that translation 
is the world’s second-oldest profession. But the profession has evolved tremendously, especially in recent years.   
  
Translators – Then and Now 
  
The skills required by a translator – both depth and breadth – are evolving rapidly. It’s no longer sufficient for a 
translator to possess skills only in language translation. For example, the best translators also tend to focus on 
one or two specialties. For example, Spanish translator is no longer a sufficient professional description; today, 
Spanish legal translator would be a more appropriate title. Also, translators must be increasingly tech savvy, as 
the best translation companies use highly sophisticated technology to manage workflow and securely archive 
translation memory. 
  
 

Your Options for Translations 
  
Freelancers 
  
At the most basic level, freelance translators are individuals working from home, either part time or full, 
performing translations on their computers.  Sometimes they work together in groups, which is more 
sophisticated because multiple translators are working on the same project. The team approach leads to   
higher-quality output, with more eyes on the writing, editing, and proofreading process. 
  
Freelancers: Pros and Cons 
  
Freelancers can be a cost-effective option, in particular for a generic translation that isn’t time sensitive. 
However, freelancers are unlikely to have the technology infrastructure to properly manage the workflow, 
facilitate client review, and provide secure archiving of your intellectual property. Also freelancers have to wear 
all the hats of the self-employed, so they’re less able to specialize and focus on what matters most – your 
translations. 
 
 
 

Translation Experts 
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Translation Companies:  Online, Offshore, Professional 
  
Aside from freelancers, your other major choice is a translation company.  A company offers the breadth of 
services that makes translations simpler and more convenient for the client. That’s because a company has the 
personnel and infrastructure to do so. There are different kinds of companies: online (virtual), offshore (based in 
another country), and professional translation companies. 
 
Online / Offshore 
  
Online and offshore companies, in some cases, might offer lower costs upfront. However, the primary issue with 
online companies is accountability – they have no physical address, no offices for client consultations. As for 
offshore companies, there is an inherent risk in trusting translations to a faraway company staffed by people with 
English as a second language.   
  
Professional Translation Companies 
  
One of the benefits of hiring a company - in particular a professional translation company - is in-house 
specialization. These companies have management and administrative staff, which enables translators to focus 
on their job: translations. They also tend to have more resources to invest in superior technology, which 
facilitates client review, changes, and archival storage of your translations. 
 
 
 
 

Your Options for Translations (cont.) 
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One-Stop Service 
  
Professional translation companies tend to offer multiple services, so that most buyers can source all of their 
translation needs in one place. These services include - but are not limited to - translation, editing, proofreading, 
quality assurance, and interpretation, in multiple languages and a variety of specializations. Translation 
companies offer the client dependability and accountability: for example, if a freelancer becomes ill or otherwise 
unable to work, your project might be delayed or cancelled. A company or team offers greater reliability. 
  
Specialist Expertise 
  
Translation companies not only offer in-house quality control, but tend to specialize in one or more industry 
verticals such as legal, technical, or medical. Spanish Legal Translator or Spanish Technical Translator is what 
professional translation companies seek when recruiting new talent. Because of this project-by-project 
specialization, the majority of translations is done by specialists under contract, rather than full-time employees.  
  
Administrative Support 
  
Professional translation companies have the resources to hire management and administrative personnel; they 
handle areas such as customer service, project management, workflow, administration, and more. Professional 
companies are thus able to allow translators to focus on their core competence: translation. In contrast, even the 
most sophisticated group of freelancer translators rarely has the structure and resources to be a full-service 
solutions provider.  
 
The Importance of Technology 
  
Another important consideration when seeking translation is the technology resources of potential service 
providers. This does not mean translation technology such as software: again, the best translations are performed 
by humans. But you need to ensure your provider has the technology necessary for the secure and efficient 
management of translation projects. That’s essential because every time a translation is performed, intellectual 
property is created. Professionally managing your intellectual property is key. When done properly, you’ll enjoy 
added value because your translations will be faster, at lower cost, and with more consistency and accuracy, 
especially with ongoing projects. 
 
 

Benefits of Professional Translation Companies 
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    Human vs. machine: machine translations can be sufficient for quick, rough translations; human   
      translations are essential for any kind of professional-level communication with clients, partners, etc. 

 
    Freelancer vs. company: freelancers can be a low-cost alternative for simple translations that aren’t  
      time-sensitive; companies are a better choice for specialized projects or with set deadlines 

 
    Virtual vs. professional: virtual companies are an option for one-off projects requiring minimal 
      customer service; professional translation companies are a better choice for long-term partnerships  
      and superior service 

 
    Specialization: whenever possible, ask for specialists; for example, rather than seeking a company that  
      offers Spanish translation, seek Spanish legal translation 

 
    Technology: the best translation combines human translation, with a high-tech workflow 
      infrastructure for review, editing, and secure archival storage 

  
  
Frederick Marx is the CEO of Keylingo Translations™, a multi-language translation company with offices across the 
US and Canada. Keylingo Translations™ provides exceptional local service combined with global technology and 
infrastructure. 

Summary of Considerations 
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